
Firms know they need to modernize their suite of security technology to 
protect their organization from ever-increasing cyber risk. With the best 
intentions, businesses purchase tools and platforms they believe will do 
exactly that. However, few organizations have the right strategy to operate 
and optimize those investments. Mapped against the industry-leading 
MITRE ATT&CK framework, Ascent’s End-to-End Assessment (E2E) 
produces a holistic technology strategy and implementation roadmap, 
ensuring data protection, identity safety, and threat mitigation. 

Ascent’s comprehensive discovery process identifies key imperatives 
across five critical security capabilities. The resulting roadmap prioritizes 
by risk priority and the current maturity of the firm’s existing solutions. 
An in-depth review of an organization’s strategic cybersecurity goals and 
compliance landscape gives business management simple, actionable 
implementation plans.

Deliverables 
■  A multi-year security roadmap with detailed 

dependencies and potential key decisions. 
■  Documented resource support requirements 

estimated in time, consultants, and technologies.
■  Detailed stakeholder roles and responsibilities.

Capabilities Analyzed
■  Strategy, Governance, Risk,  

and Compliance
■  Identity Security
■  Data Protection
■  Infrastructure Security
■  Cyber Operations
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ABOUT ASCENT
Ascent is the cybersecurity partner to SECURE, UNIFY, and MANAGE the 
enterprise. We are built to help firms evolve their cybersecurity posture, 
modernize their Microsoft solutions, and secure their journey to the cloud. 
Ascent provides organizations with the expertise needed to quickly move 
beyond technical constraints and focus on achieving business results.

SHAPING LONG-TERM MICROSOFT SECURITY STRATEGY

End-to-End (E2E) Cybersecurity 
Assessment

Contact us today to learn more 
about Ascent Solutions.
■   meetascent.com
■   info@meetascent.com
■  612.439.9608

WORKLOADS DRIVEN FOR 
THE MICROSOFT FIELD

■  E5
■  ACR

■  AAD
■  MEM

■  Defender
■  Sentinel

GOLD CERTIFIED

SILVER CERTIFIED

■  Security
■  Cloud Platform
■  Cloud Productivity
■  Collaboration  

& Content
■  Communications

■  Application 
Development 

■  Application  
Integration

■  Project & Portfolio 
Management

■  Data Analytics
■  Datacenter
■  Windows  

& Devices

■  Enterprise Mobility 
Management

■  Small & Midmarket  
Cloud Solutions

SERVICES
■  Advisory
■  Microsoft Security Technology
■  Azure Apps, Infrastructure,  

Data & AI
■  M365, O365
■  Teams and Teams Platform
■  Managed Security

INDUSTRIES SERVED
■  Agriculture
■  Architecture and Engineering
■  Consumer Packaged Good
■  Energy and Utilities 
■  Financial Services
■  Government
■  Health Life Sciences
■  Legal Services 
■  Manufacturing and Distribution
■  Retail
■  Transportation
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